PRESS RELEASE
Marshalls to Exhibit Landscape Protection Offer at UK Security Expo
Marshalls, the UK’s leading hard landscaping manufacturer, will show its newly launched Landscape
Protection offer at the UK Security Expo for the first time.
The exhibition, which will be held at London’s Olympia from 29-30th November, is a major-scale
event that tackles some of the most challenging threats to our citizens, borders and infrastructure.
At the UK Security Expo, Marshalls will present its response to the changing terror threat in the UK
on stand D44, with protective products such as a brand new bollard with corten effect powder coat,
illuminated bollard, and an Igeno seat on display.
The show also sees the launch of Marshalls’ new white paper which looks into the changing terror
landscape and the war against fear. The paper researches how current security solutions can have a
detrimental effect of the publics wellbeing, with thought-provoking statistics such as only 15% of
people saying that concrete anti-terror barriers make them feel safer throughout.
Steve Reddington, Marshalls Commercial Director for Landscape Protection, said: “The UK Security
Expo is the ideal venue for us to introduce our new Landscape Protection offer, and show that antiterror products don’t have to be intrusive, cumbersome, concrete blocks which do more harm to the
public psyche than good.
“People should be made to feel safe, not scared, and when people are afraid to enjoy public spaces,
then the terrorists have won. We believe our aesthetically led collection of products will go some
way in combatting the fear of the UK population by incorporating functional, attractive products into
our spaces which have capability to protect them as well.”
To sign up for a free visitor pass, visit: www.uksecurityexpo.com/welcome
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Notes to Editors:
Marshalls is the UK’s leading hard landscaping manufacturer and has supplied some of the most
prestigious landmarks in the UK with hard landscaping solutions since 1880s. Marshalls strives to improve
environments for everyone by using its expertise to create integrated landscapes that promote wellbeing, from using fairly traded stone and providing products that alleviate flood risks, to creating
innovative protective landscape furniture.
www.marshalls.co.uk

